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Guess 
the 

heritage

Wikipedia description  
• Construction started: 28 January 

1887 
• Completed: 15 March 1889 
• Opening: 31 March 1889  
• Architectural ht: 300m  
• Tip: 324 m  
• Top floor: 276 m  
• Floor count: 3 
• Lifts/elevators: 8 
• Architect: Stephen Sauvestre 



Guess 
the 

heritage

An 11-year-old child’s description: 
“It looks like an an arrow. There are a 
lot of tourists on it. It is very tall.”  

An interpretive description: 
It symbolises the industrial revolution 
that took 19th century Western Europe 
by storm. It celebrates 100 years of 
rapid change that paved the way for a 
modern republic. It split public opinion 
when it was built but what do you see, 
when you think about the city of love?  



Everyone’s 
looking for 
something 
special now

• Search	for	purpose	–	purpose	is	
key	(2016	Interpret	Europe	
trends	study)	

• Empathy	and	fulfilment	
• Life-changing	
• Escapism		

• Well-being		
• Personal	challenges,	bucket	list,	
…



Relevant trends in 
tourism

• Climate	change	and	sustainability	
• authentic	natural	&	cultural	experiences	
(tangible	and	intangible)	

• Simple	activities	and	‘soft’	adventure	
(learning	something	new	in	an	
attractive	place	-	transformative	travel	

• Health	&	wellness	activities	(relaxing,	
stress	reduction	and	mindfulness)	

• Common	denominator:	making	
meaningful	experiences	



Maslow 
hierarchy of 

needs

Maslow’s	hierarchy	of	needs



We live in  
an historic 

environment

• “The	material	and	natural	world	around	us,	as	
shaped	by	people’s	activities	through	time	and	
perceived	by	people	now”	(Mus.	London	
Archaeology)	

• Tangible	(buildings)	and	intangible	(traditions,	
arts,	rituals)	

• Socio-cultural	values	(historical,	symbolic,	
aesthetic)	

• Economic	values	(regeneration	-	sense	of	place,	
identity	

• Important	driver	for	local	economy	but	taken	too	
far	=	commodification/stereotypes	

• Needs	to	be	done	sensitively	and	sustainably	



Interpretation as a tool

• Communicate	messages	and	meanings	about	
nature	and	culture	that	combine	visitor	experience,	
management	and	heritage	

• This	helps	you	find	the	most	effective	way	to	
communicate	to	your	audience	to	promote	the	
signature	experiences	of	your	area	



1. Planning your 
interpretation



Interpretive 
planning basics
• Why	are	we	doing	this?	
• What	do	we	want	to	say?	
• Who	do	we	want	to	say	it	to?	
• How	will	we	do	it?	

• A	collective	decision-making	process	
to	plan,	make	connections,	
communicate	and	make	a	difference	



and local 
residents 
too

• Sense	of	belonging	
• Value	and	pride	

• Involvement	
• Improved	facilities	

• Vibrant	communities…	



And for you… 
Why are we doing this? 

Increase	
understanding	
about	the	area

(better)	manage	
visitors	&	engage	
residents

(better)	manage	
sites

Add	value	to	the	
local	economy



What do we want to say?

Pristine	natural	
landscapes Cross-border	culture

Ancient	people	and	
traditions Top	of	the	world

Gastronomy	and	
hospitality	 Mysticism	inspired	by	

the	landscape



Who do we want to say it to?

• Visitors	

• Local	people	
• Special	interest	(e.g.	birders)	
• National	tourist	route	travellers…	

• Length	of	stay,	numbers,	characteristics,	
interests,	expectations,	etc.



How will 
we do it?

• Personal	interpretation	–	guided	visits,	
etc.	

• Non-personal	interpretation	–	panels,	
brochures,	leaflets,	apps	

• Lots	of	media	options,	locations,	timings	

• Use	a	principle	theme	to	describe	a	
whole	area	and	sub-themes	to	highlight	
your	signature	experiences



Example of a principle (overarching) theme 
 
A theme that acts as an umbrella for the whole region: 
 
“Varanger, Norway’s rugged Arctic outpost is a sanctuary for nature that has welcomed and shaped its proud people for thousands of years”.  



Subthemes, some examples…
“Varanger’s	rugged	yet	bountiful	natural	resources	have	nurtured	Norway’s	most	ancient	cultural	
landscape	ever	since	the	ice	sheets	retreated”

“The	Sami	People’s	profound	bond	of	living	and	working	on	the	land	respects	time-honoured	
traditions,	yet	moves	with	the	times”

“Varanger	is	a	cultural	melting	pot	with	an	exciting	array	of	events	and	festivals	blending	popular	
tradition	and	modernity”

“The	magical	power	of	the	Northern	Lights	is	a	true	wonder	of	the	polar	atmosphere	and	source	of	
inspiration	for	many	stories	and	tales”

“The	climate	of	Varanger	is	a	source	of	innovation	for	its	people	and	offers	a	genuine	sense	of	
adventure	that	makes	you	feel	truly	alive”	

“From	the	rare,	colourful	to	exotic,	birds	and	birdwatchers	alike	are	magnetically	drawn	to	these	
Arctic	lands”

“Varanger	was	the	point	of	departure	for	one	of	the	most	daring	challenges	in	polar	exploration”



Interpreting our 
heritage

• Gives	natural	and	cultural	heritage	a	voice	

• Communication	tool	to	dip	beneath	the	surface	of	our	
surroundings	

• Reveals	deeper	meanings	and	relationships	that	we	
can	identify	with



2. Moving from facts to 
deeper meanings



The killer question: So what?



Freeman Tilden definition (1957)

“Heritage interpretation is an 
educational activity which 
aims to reveal meanings and 
relationships through the 
use of original objects, by 
first-hand experience and 
by illustrative media rather 
than simply to communicate 
factual information.”



John Muir

I'll interpret the rocks,  
learn the language of flood, 
storm and the avalanche. 
I'll acquaint myself with the 
glaciers and wild gardens, 
and get as near to the heart 
of the world as I can. 
Muir 1871 in Wolfe, L. (1978) The Life of John Muir. 
Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 144



The interpretive triangle

How can we help people 
to connect to their heritage?



• We turn sites and objects into experiences 
• We provoke resonance and participation 
• We foster appreciation and respect for all 

heritage 
• We offer paths to deeper meaning 

The interpretive triangle



The interpretive triangle

Meaning

Experience

ParticipationAppreciation & 
respect



Developing a theme
Object: Dying pine tree 

Topic: Industrial forests 

Message: Although I am 
dying, under my bark, 
insects and birds make 
their home 

Theme: Dead trees may 
not be the most attractive 
part of the forest but they 
are essential for its health 



Theme to encapsulate your message

A	theme	
expresses	the	
reason	why	you	
should	care	about	
an	object	or	place

01
It	amplifies	what	
you	want	to	say

02
Connects	with	the	
head,	hands	and	
heart

03



A theme is…

A	sentence:	subject,	object	and	verb

The	King	Crab	is	a	potential	threat	to	
the	marine	ecosystem	yet	an	important	
source	of	income”



Helping your visitors access 
your heritage 

Stepping	stones



example

connecting visitors to heritage objects

Metaphor and 

simile 

comparison

quotation

Changing perspective

chronological and 

local relationship unexpected discovery
humanisation

Stepping stones



Open-ended questions

Formations

universal 

concepts
Props

Surprises and 

revelations

But also...



Universal concepts

death

Mean something to almost all people around the world

courage family

unity
suffering

hunger freedom
care

loss
love

birth







Don‘t teach or instruct, but provoke and inspire



Objects or sites that : 
• at have social, economic and environmental 

dimensions 
• directly relate to the visitor’s world 
• point from past or present into the future 
• build bridges from local to global concerns

Interpretation and sustainability



Sustainable development goals

UN – United Nations (2018) SDG Poster. New York: United Nations



Sustainable development goals

Experiencing the content through sites and objects 
Reflecting on the values behind the goals

UN – United Nations (2018) SDG Poster. New York: United Nations



“It’s not what you look 
at that matters, it’s what 

you see” 
 

Henry David Thoreau



3. Non-personal interpretation 
 
tips to add a spark to your writing and 
better engage visitors

























Non-personal interpretation

Your goal: Provoke – Relate – Reveal 

• Interpretation is not instruction, but provocation (in a nice 
sense) 

• If you don’t relate to the visitor, your interpretation is 
sterile 

• Interpretation uses information to reveal deeper 
meanings 

After	Freeman	Tilden	(Interpreting	our	Heritage,	1957)



Provoke, 
relate, reveal

Good, bad, not so 
good?













The historian got 
there first!



And there’s 
more…









Thorsten Ludwig: Non-personal Interpretation







How to 
capture 

the 
curiosity of 

your 
readers 

• Get	to	the	point!	
• Keep	it	brief	–	no	more	than	50	
words	in	a	paragraph,	60	
characters	max	to	a	line	

• 3-30-3	rule	
• Simple	language,	no	jargon,	short	
words:	buy	not	purchase,	build	
not	construct	

• Action	verbs:	snap,	grip,	swoop,	
surge,	crash,	etc.	

• Metaphors	and	comparisons	
• Active	not	passive	verbs:	'we	
manage’	not	'this	site	is	managed	
by'	



More tips
• Personification	–	make	your	object	think	
or	speak	

• Avoid	clichés	

• A	picture	is	worth	a	thousand	words	

• Don’t	show	a	photo	of	what	can	already	
be	seen!	

• Use	universals	(love,	loss,	birth,	suffering,	
family,	hope,	freedom)	

• Encourage	the	use	of	senses	(close	your	
eyes	and	take	a	deep	breath)	

• Create	interest:	use	questions,	
commands	and	requests	–	you,	your,	I	
me,	us:	personal	pronouns



The 3-30-3 rule
A	message	hierarchy	

• 3	seconds:	the	title	must	
register	with	the	reader	in	3	
seconds	

• 30	seconds:	if	title	hooks	
them,	visitors	will	look	at	a	
text	for	30’	–	your	main	
message	large	script,	2	
paragraphs	long	

• 3	minutes:	If	interested	in	the	
topic,	visitors	will	move	to	
more	detailed	info	and	
graphics	(displayed	in	boxes)	



Provoke – Relate – Reveal

Reading time: approx. 15 sec., readability (here: c:w): 5.0



Exercise: Interpretation versus 
information
This	text	is	VERY	boring.	Rewrite	it	to	make	it	exciting	to	read!	
Coast	redwood		

The	coast	redwood	(sequoia	sempervirens)	is	the	sole	
living	species	of	the	genus	Sequoia	in	the	cypress	
family	cupressaceae.	It	is	an	evergreen,	long-lived	
monoecious	tree	living	1200	-1800	years	and	more.	It	
can	attain	368	feet	(110m)	in	height.	It	has	a	conical	
crown	with	horizontal	slightly	drooping	branches.	The	
bark	is	very	thick	with	a	bright	red-brown	colour	
weathering	darker.	The	root	system	is	composed	of	
shallow,	wide-spreading	lateral	roots.	



Tallest living thing on 
the planet

Coast	redwoods	are	the	
tallest	trees	in	the	world.	

The	highest	recorded	tree	
towers	to	112	metres,	as	
high	as	twenty-six	London	
double	decker	buses	
stacked	on	top	of	each	
other.	

Did	you	know	that	some	of	
the	oldest	Californian	
redwoods	are	over	2,500	
years	old,	making	them	
some	of	the	oldest	living	
things	on	Earth?	

Try	punching	its	fireproof	
spongy	bark.			



Some examples of 
interpretive writing 
applied to web pages



www.ireland.com

Wander	through	time	
At	first	sight,	Ireland’s	Ancient	East	is	carpeted	by	lush	landscapes	and	
idyllic	towns,	framed	by	the	River	Shannon	and	the	Irish	Sea.	But	this	land	
is	also	full	of	secrets.	Just	ask	the	locals	and	the	stories	will	spring	to	life.	

Ireland’s	Ancient	East	in	numbers	
15	counties	
5000	years	of	history	
100s	of	festivals	
100,000	storytellers*	
*well,	everyone	in	Ireland's	Ancient	East	has	a	story	to	tell	
Ireland	makes	sure	you	remain	in	the	present	while	soaking	up	its	past.	It	
makes	sure	you	listen	to	its	storytellers	with	reverence…



www.finland.com

Sustainable	Finland	

Respect,	treasure,	enjoy,	love.	Use	these	words	as	your	mantra	when	
you	are	in	Finland	and	you	will	enrich	your	visit	and	help	to	preserve	
this	beautiful	country.	Finland’s	untouched	and	pristine	nature	is	at	
the	core	of	Finnish	life	and	its	sanctity	is	paramount.	Living	
sustainably	and	in	harmony	with	the	environment	is	deep-rooted	
here	and	is	an	essential	element	of	responsible	travel.	This	includes	
not	only	a	respect	for	nature	and	wildlife,	but	also	people	and	their	
age-old	customs



www.northlandnz.com

Walk	among	the	giants	

When	you	stand	before	the	ancient	Kauri	trees	you	are	in	the	
presence	of	living	entities	that	were	mature	trees	before	any	human	
came	to	these	shores.	Explore	these	ancient	living	forests...	

Spectacular	yet	diverse	coastlines	with	two	oceans	that	collide.	

Discover	the	windswept	harbours,	giant	sand	dunes	and	impressive	
153	shipwreck	sites	of	the	wild,	west	coast,	to	the	pristine	sandy	
beaches	and	ultimate	aquatic	playground	of	the	east	coast.



Interpret Europe 
conference 
8-11 May 2020 
Haapsalu, Estonia

Fostering Heritage 
communities



Thank you! 

For further details on training opportunities 
for your municipality: 

Please contact: 
sandy.colvine84@gmail.com 

Tel +33 (0)6 58 80 14 17


